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Sewing Pattern — Bag 3009 

 

Recommendations on fabric: stiff natural/mixed fabric (cotton 
velvet, fabric suitable for suits). 
 
You will also need: fusing, lining, 2 concealed zips. 

 
If the pattern has double contour the seam allowances are 
included. 
Seam allowances are NOT included by default and need to 
be added when laying out and cutting details if your pattern 
has single contour.  
 
Seam allowance: 1 cm for all. 

 
Attention! Before sewing, print paper patterns and lay them 
out according to the linen width (from 90 to 150 cm) to find out 
how much material you need (do not forget about double and 
symmetric details). 
 
When sewing the garment, pay attention to notches, they 
must coincide. 

 

 

 

 
  

CUTTING: 
 
Fabric: 
 
1. Main part – 2 pieces 
2. Upper part – 2pieces 
3. Handle – 1 piece 
 
Lining: 
 
1. Main part – 4 pieces 
 
Fusing: main/upper part, handles. 
 
 
INSTRUCTIONS: 
 
1. Apply the fusing to wrong side of main/upper part and handles. 
2. Fold the handle along the center wring side out, overstitch long edge. Turn the detail right side 
out and press it. Make stitching at 0.2 cm from the edge. Fold short edges under and topstitch on 
main parts. 
3. Lay main part on the lining right sides together, insert the zipper between them. Stitch close to 
zipper teeth. Stitch zipper another part between upper part and lining main part. Do the same for 
another main part and the zipper. 
4. Stitch upper parts’ lower edges together. 
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5. Stitch lining/fabric side edges between lower part and the zipper. Stitch side edge between upper 
part and the second mark straightening the zipper. 
6. Stitch main parts’ lower edges. Fold bag’s corner: side seam and lower seam above one 
another. 
7. Stitch lining main parts’ lower edges leaving a hole to turn the bag right side out. Fold bag’s 
corner: side seam and lower seam above one another. Make stitching crosswise side/lower seams. 
8. Turn the bag right side out. Stitch the hole 
 
 
TECHNICAL DRAWING: 
 

 
 

 

 


